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(54) FAULT INDICATION METHOD AND DEVICE IN FLEXIBLE ETHERNET

(57) The present invention relates to the field of com-
munications technologies, and in particular, to a method
and an apparatus for indicating a fault in flexible Ethernet.
The method for indicating a fault includes: detecting
whether a fault occurs in at least one physical layer entity
included in a flexible Ethernet group; and when a fault
occurs in the at least one physical layer entity, periodically
sending a fault indication code block to a flexible Ethernet

client corresponding to the at least one physical layer
entity in which the fault occurs. Compared to the prior
art, in the technical solutions provided in the embodi-
ments of the present invention, not all bandwidth of a
downstream transmission path in the flexible Ethernet is
occupied, and data transmission on a non-faulty channel
in a same flexible Ethernet group is not affected, thereby
reducing a quantity of affected flexible Ethernet clients.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the communi-
cations field, and in particular, to a method and an appa-
ratus for indicating a fault in flexible Ethernet.

BACKGROUND

[0002] The standards organization optical internet-
working forum (optical internet forum, OIF) publishes a
flexible Ethernet (Flex Ethernet, FlexE for short) 1.0 im-
plementation protocol based on a 100 G Ethernet stand-
ard, and provides functions such as rate aggregation,
sub-rating, and channelization based on time division
multiplexing (time division multiplexing, TDM) of an Eth-
ernet service.
[0003] The rate aggregation of the FlexE supports a
plurality of low-rate physical interfaces in jointly carrying
a high-speed Ethernet service data flow, and the sub-
rating and the channelization allow that one Ethernet
physical interface concurrently carries a plurality of low-
rate data flows. A large quantity of network devices sup-
porting an Ethernet physical interface are deployed on
an access network and a metropolitan area network of a
live network, a FlexE interface is compatible with a stand-
ard Ethernet and extends functions and flexibility of the
Ethernet, thereby having a great market application pros-
pect and development space in a deterministic low-la-
tency, high-bandwidth scenario, such as fifth generation
mobile communications (5th-Generation, 5G) fronthaul
and backhaul networks and data center interconnection.
[0004] In the FlexE, slots are divided through TDM, to
implement hard isolation of bandwidth of a transmission
channel. One service data flow may be allocated to one
or more slots, to match services at various rates. A flex-
ible Ethernet group (FlexE Group) may include one or
more physical link interfaces, and a slot allocation table
corresponding to the FlexE group is referred to as a FlexE
calendar (FlexE calendar). A slot mapping table corre-
sponding to a single physical link is referred to as a FlexE
sub-calendar (sub-calendar).
[0005] The FlexE calendar includes one or more sub-
calendars. Each sub-calendar indicates how 20 slots are
allocated to a corresponding flexible Ethernet client
(FlexE Client). The FlexE client represents a client data
flow that is transmitted in a specified slot (one or more
slots) on the FlexE group, and one FlexE group may carry
a plurality of FlexE clients.
[0006] When a link in a FlexE group and carrying data
of a FlexE client is faulty, an Ethernet local fault (Local
fault, LF) signal needs to be sent in a downstream direc-
tion of each FlexE client that is carried on the FlexE group.
After a fault occurs in a FlexE group, an LF signal is con-
tinuously sent to each FlexE client carried on the faulty
FlexE group, and the continuously transmitted LF signal
occupies all bandwidth of downstream transmission

paths of these FlexE clients.

SUMMARY

[0007] Embodiments of the present invention provide
a method and an apparatus for indicating a fault in flexible
Ethernet, a network device, and a storage medium.
[0008] According to a first aspect, an embodiment of
the present invention provides a method for indicating a
fault. The method includes: detecting whether a fault oc-
curs in at least one physical layer entity included in a
flexible Ethernet group; and when a fault occurs in the at
least one physical layer entity, periodically sending a fault
indication code block to a flexible Ethernet client corre-
sponding to the at least one physical layer entity in which
the fault occurs.
[0009] In the foregoing technical solution, when a fault
occurs in a physical layer entity, a fault indication code
block is sent to the flexible Ethernet client corresponding
to the at least one physical layer entity in which the fault
occurs. Compared to a technical solution in the prior art
in which a local fault signal is continuously sent to each
flexible Ethernet client carried on a flexible Ethernet
group immediately after a fault occurs in a physical layer
entity, in the technical solution provided in this embodi-
ment of the present invention, the fault indication code
block is sent to the flexible Ethernet client corresponding
to the at least one physical layer entity in which the fault
occurs. Therefore, not all bandwidth of a downstream
transmission path in the flexible Ethernet is occupied,
and data transmission on a non-faulty channel in a same
flexible Ethernet group is not affected, thereby reducing
a quantity of affected flexible Ethernet clients.
[0010] With reference to the first aspect, in a first pos-
sible implementation, the periodically sending a fault in-
dication code block to a flexible Ethernet client corre-
sponding to the at least one physical layer entity in which
the fault occurs includes: sending an idle code block be-
tween such fault indication code blocks in adjacent peri-
ods.
[0011] With reference to the first aspect, in a first pos-
sible implementation, the periodically sending a fault in-
dication code block to a flexible Ethernet client corre-
sponding to the at least one physical layer entity in which
the fault occurs includes: when the fault is detected, con-
secutively sending a plurality of fault indication code
blocks to the flexible Ethernet client corresponding to the
at least one physical layer entity in which the fault occurs,
periodically sending the fault indication code block to the
flexible Ethernet client corresponding to the at least one
physical layer entity in which the fault occurs, and sending
an idle code block between such fault indication code
blocks in adjacent periods.
[0012] With reference to the first aspect, in the forego-
ing possible implementation, the fault indication code
block includes a control type field and a fault identification
field which is used to indicate that a fault occurs in a
physical layer entity.
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[0013] With reference to the first aspect, in the forego-
ing possible implementation, the fault indication code
block further includes a fault type identification field, the
fault type identification field is used to indicate a fault type
of the fault occurred in the at least one physical layer
entity, and the fault type includes: the physical layer entity
loses a signal, the physical layer entity cannot lock a code
block, the physical layer entity cannot lock an alignment
code block, and a high bit error rate alarm is detected in
the physical layer entity. Optionally, the fault type may
alternatively be: an alarm indicating that a physical cod-
ing sublayer is in a fault state; a physical layer entity/in-
stance loses flexible Ethernet group frame lock or multi-
frame lock; physical layer entity/instance mapping tables,
physical layer entity/instance numbers, or flexible Ether-
net group numbers carried during frame lock or multi-
frame lock are inconsistent; or a receive clock skew be-
tween a plurality of physical layer entities/instances in a
flexible Ethernet group is excessively large and exceeds
a range allowed by a chip.
[0014] With reference to the first aspect, in the forego-
ing possible implementation, the fault indication code
block is a service layer alarm indication code block, and
the service layer alarm indication code block is defined
based on any field reserved in an IEEE 802.3 standard
specification for a standard Ethernet.
[0015] With reference to the first aspect, in the forego-
ing possible implementation, whether the fault in the at
least one physical layer entity included in the flexible Eth-
ernet group disappears is detected; and when the fault
in the at least one physical layer entity disappears, the
fault indication code block is stopped from being sent to
the flexible Ethernet client corresponding to the at least
one physical layer entity in which the fault occurs.
[0016] According to a second aspect, an embodiment
of the present invention provides a method for indicating
a fault. The method includes: detecting whether a flexible
Ethernet client signal includes a fault indication code
block; and when a predetermined fault indication code
block is detected, continuously sending a fault signal to
a user-network interface corresponding to the flexible
Ethernet client signal.
[0017] In the foregoing technical solution, the fault in-
dication code block may be detected, and a capability,
of flexible Ethernet, of notifying a node outside a network
that a fault occurs in a physical layer entity in a flexible
Ethernet group in the network is retained.
[0018] With reference to the second aspect, in the fore-
going possible implementation, after the predetermined
fault indication code block is detected, the fault indication
code block is continuously detected; and when no fault
indication code block is detected, the fault signal is
stopped from being sent to the user-network interface.
[0019] In the foregoing technical solution, if no fault
indication code block is detected, the fault signal is
stopped from being sent, thereby quickly enabling ex-
change functions of a flexible Ethernet client and a user
side to continue to exchange information.

[0020] With reference to the second aspect, in the fore-
going possible implementation, the fault indication code
block includes a control type field and a fault identification
field which is used to indicate that a fault occurs in a
physical layer entity.
[0021] With reference to the second aspect, in the fore-
going possible implementation, the fault indication code
block further includes a fault type identification field, the
fault type identification field is used to indicate a fault type
of the fault occurred in the at least one physical layer
entity, and the fault type includes: the physical layer entity
loses a signal, the physical layer entity cannot lock a code
block, the physical layer entity cannot lock an alignment
code block, and a high bit error rate alarm is detected in
the physical layer entity. Optionally, the fault type may
alternatively be: an alarm indicating that a physical cod-
ing sublayer is in a fault state; a physical layer entity/in-
stance loses flexible Ethernet group frame lock or multi-
frame lock; physical layer entity/instance mapping tables,
physical layer entity/instance numbers, or flexible Ether-
net group numbers carried during frame lock or multi-
frame lock are inconsistent; or a receive clock skew be-
tween a plurality of physical layer entities/instances in a
flexible Ethernet group is excessively large and exceeds
a range allowed by a chip.
[0022] With reference to the second aspect, in the fore-
going possible implementation, the fault indication code
block is a service layer alarm indication code block, and
the service layer alarm indication code block is defined
based on any field reserved in an IEEE 802.3 standard
specification for a standard Ethernet.
[0023] With reference to the second aspect, in the fore-
going possible implementation, that a predetermined
fault indication code block is detected means that one
fault indication code block is detected, fault indication
code blocks whose quantity is greater than a preset
threshold are detected in a predetermined quantity of re-
ceived code blocks, or fault indication code blocks whose
quantity is greater than a preset threshold are detected
within a predetermined time. That no fault indication code
block is detected means that no fault indication code
block or fault indication code blocks whose quantity is
less than the preset threshold are detected in the prede-
termined quantity of received code blocks, or no fault
indication code block or fault indication code blocks
whose quantity is less than the preset threshold are de-
tected within the predetermined time.
[0024] With reference to the second aspect, in the fore-
going possible implementation, the fault signal is any one
of a local fault signal, a multiplex section alarm indication
signal, an optical data unit alarm indication signal, and a
common public radio frequency interface-invalid syn-
chronization control word signal.
[0025] According to a third aspect, an embodiment of
the present invention provides an apparatus for indicating
a fault. The apparatus includes: a detection module, con-
figured to detect whether a fault occurs in at least one
physical layer entity included in a flexible Ethernet group;
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and a sending module, configured to: when a fault occurs
in the at least one physical layer entity, periodically send
a fault indication code block to a flexible Ethernet client
corresponding to the at least one physical layer entity in
which the fault occurs.
[0026] In the foregoing technical solution, when a fault
occurs in a physical layer entity, a fault indication code
block is sent to the flexible Ethernet client corresponding
to the at least one physical layer entity in which the fault
occurs. In other words, instead of a solution in which a
local fault signal is continuously sent to each flexible Eth-
ernet client carried on a flexible Ethernet group immedi-
ately after a fault occurs in a physical layer entity, the
fault indication code block is sent to the flexible Ethernet
client corresponding to the at least one physical layer
entity in which the fault occurs. Therefore, not all band-
width of a downstream transmission path in the flexible
Ethernet is occupied, and data transmission carried on
a non-faulty channel in a same flexible Ethernet group is
not affected, thereby reducing a quantity of affected flex-
ible Ethernet clients.
[0027] With reference to the third aspect, in a first pos-
sible implementation, the periodically sending a fault in-
dication code block to a flexible Ethernet client corre-
sponding to the at least one physical layer entity in which
the fault occurs includes: sending an idle code block be-
tween such fault indication code blocks in adjacent peri-
ods.
[0028] With reference to the third aspect, in a first pos-
sible implementation, the periodically sending a fault in-
dication code block to a flexible Ethernet client corre-
sponding to the at least one physical layer entity in which
the fault occurs includes: when the fault is detected, con-
secutively sending a plurality of fault indication code
blocks to the flexible Ethernet client corresponding to the
at least one physical layer entity in which the fault occurs,
periodically sending the fault indication code block to the
flexible Ethernet client corresponding to the at least one
physical layer entity in which the fault occurs, and sending
an idle code block between such fault indication code
blocks in adjacent periods.
[0029] With reference to the third aspect, in the fore-
going possible implementation, the fault indication code
block includes a control type field and a fault identification
field which is used to indicate that a fault occurs in a
physical layer entity.
[0030] With reference to the third aspect, in the fore-
going possible implementation, the fault indication code
block further includes a fault type identification field, the
fault type identification field is used to indicate a fault type
of the fault occurred in the at least one physical layer
entity, and the fault type includes: the physical layer entity
loses a signal, the physical layer entity cannot lock a code
block, the physical layer entity cannot lock an alignment
code block, and a high bit error rate alarm is detected in
the physical layer entity. Optionally, the fault type may
alternatively be: an alarm indicating that a physical cod-
ing sublayer is in a fault state; a physical layer entity/in-

stance loses flexible Ethernet group frame lock or multi-
frame lock; physical layer entity/instance mapping tables,
physical layer entity/instance numbers, or flexible Ether-
net group numbers carried during frame lock or multi-
frame lock are inconsistent; or a receive clock skew be-
tween a plurality of physical layer entities/instances in a
flexible Ethernet group is excessively large and exceeds
a range allowed by a chip.
[0031] With reference to the third aspect, in the fore-
going possible implementation, the fault indication code
block is a service layer alarm indication code block, and
the service layer alarm indication code block is defined
based on any field reserved in an IEEE 802.3 standard
specification for a standard Ethernet.
[0032] With reference to the third aspect, in the fore-
going possible implementation, the detection module is
further configured to detect whether the fault in the at
least one physical layer entity included in the flexible Eth-
ernet group disappears. The sending module is further
configured to: when the fault in the at least one physical
layer entity disappears, stop sending the fault indication
code block to the flexible Ethernet client corresponding
to the at least one physical layer entity in which the fault
occurs.
[0033] In the foregoing technical solution, if the fault in
the physical layer entity disappears, the fault indication
code block is stopped from being sent, to notify a down-
stream device that a link fault is rectified and the link is
restored to normal.
[0034] According to a fourth aspect, an embodiment
of the present invention provides an apparatus for indi-
cating a fault. The apparatus includes: a detection mod-
ule, configured to detect whether the flexible Ethernet
client signal includes a fault indication code block; and a
sending module, configured to: when a predetermined
fault indication code block is detected, continuously send
a fault signal to a user-network interface corresponding
to the flexible Ethernet client signal.
[0035] In the foregoing technical solution, the fault in-
dication code block may be detected, and a capability,
of flexible Ethernet, of notifying a node outside a network
that a fault occurs in a physical layer entity in a flexible
Ethernet group in the network is retained.
[0036] With reference to the fourth aspect, in the fore-
going possible implementation, the detection module is
further configured to: after the predetermined fault indi-
cation code block is detected, continuously detect the
fault indication code block. The sending module is further
configured to: when no fault indication code block is de-
tected by the detection module, stop sending the fault
signal to the user-network interface.
[0037] In the foregoing technical solution, if no fault
indication code block is detected, the fault signal is
stopped from being sent, thereby quickly enabling ex-
change functions of a flexible Ethernet client and a user
side to continue to exchange information.
[0038] With reference to the fourth aspect, in the fore-
going possible implementation, the fault indication code
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block includes a control type field and a fault identification
field which is used to indicate that a fault occurs in a
physical layer entity.
[0039] With reference to the fourth aspect, in the fore-
going possible implementation, the fault indication code
block further includes a fault type identification field, the
fault type identification field is used to indicate a fault type
of the fault occurred in the at least one physical layer
entity, and the fault type includes: the physical layer entity
loses a signal, the physical layer entity cannot lock a code
block, the physical layer entity cannot lock an alignment
code block, and a high bit error rate alarm is detected in
the physical layer entity. Optionally, the fault type may
alternatively be: an alarm indicating that a physical cod-
ing sublayer is in a fault state; a physical layer entity/in-
stance loses flexible Ethernet group frame lock or multi-
frame lock; physical layer entity/instance mapping tables,
physical layer entity/instance numbers, or flexible Ether-
net group numbers carried during frame lock or multi-
frame lock are inconsistent; or a receive clock skew be-
tween a plurality of physical layer entities/instances in a
flexible Ethernet group is excessively large and exceeds
a range allowed by a chip.
[0040] With reference to the fourth aspect, in the fore-
going possible implementation, the fault indication code
block is a service layer alarm indication code block, and
the service layer alarm indication code block is defined
based on any field reserved in an IEEE 802.3 standard
specification for a standard Ethernet.
[0041] With reference to the fourth aspect, in the fore-
going possible implementation, that a predetermined
fault indication code block is detected means that one
fault indication code block is detected, fault indication
code blocks whose quantity is greater than a preset
threshold are detected in a predetermined quantity of re-
ceived code blocks, or fault indication code blocks whose
quantity is greater than a preset threshold are detected
within a predetermined time. That no fault indication code
block is detected means that no fault indication code
block or fault indication code blocks whose quantity is
less than the preset threshold are detected in the prede-
termined quantity of received code blocks, or no fault
indication code block or fault indication code blocks
whose quantity is less than the preset threshold are de-
tected within the predetermined time.
[0042] With reference to the fourth aspect, in the fore-
going possible implementation, the fault signal is any one
of a local fault signal, a multiplex section alarm indication
signal, an optical data unit alarm indication signal, and a
common public radio frequency interface-invalid syn-
chronization control word signal.
[0043] According to a fifth aspect, an embodiment of
the present invention provides a network device, includ-
ing the apparatus according to any possible implemen-
tation of the third aspect and the apparatus according to
any possible implementation of the fourth aspect.
[0044] According to a sixth aspect, an embodiment of
the present invention provides a network device, includ-

ing the apparatus according to any possible implemen-
tation of the third aspect.
[0045] According to a seventh aspect, an embodiment
of the present invention provides a computer-readable
storage medium. The computer-readable storage medi-
um stores an instruction, and the instruction is executed
by a computer to implement the method according to the
foregoing aspects.
[0046] According to an eighth aspect, an embodiment
of the present invention provides a computer program
product including an instruction. When running on a com-
puter, the computer program product enables the com-
puter to perform the method according to the foregoing
aspects.
[0047] According to a ninth aspect, an embodiment of
the present invention provides a computer program.
When running on a computer, the computer program en-
ables the computer to perform the method according to
the foregoing aspects.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0048]

FIG. 1 is a schematic application diagram of a signal
transmission device in FlexE according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a schematic structural diagram of a PE node
according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion;
FIG. 3 is a schematic structural diagram of a P node
according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion;
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of a FlexE group car-
rying a plurality of FlexE clients according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of mapping and mul-
tiplexing in FlexE based on Nx100 G PHYs in OIF
FlexE 1.0 according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of de-mapping and
de-multiplexing in FlexE based on Nx100 G PHYs
in OIF FlexE 1.0 according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of mapping and mul-
tiplexing in FlexE based on Mx100 G PHYs in OIF
FlexE 2.0 according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of mapping and mul-
tiplexing in FlexE based on Mx200 G PHYs in OIF
FlexE 2.0 according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram of mapping and mul-
tiplexing in FlexE based on Mx400 G PHYs in OIF
FlexE 2.0 according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram of slot allocation in
a FlexE group including four physical interfaces ac-
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cording to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 11 is a flowchart of a method for indicating a
fault according to an embodiment of the present in-
vention;
FIG. 12 is a schematic diagram of an idle code block
according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion;
FIG. 13 is a schematic diagram of an example of an
SLAI code block according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 14 is a schematic diagram of another example
of an SLAI code block according to an embodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 15 is a schematic diagram of still another ex-
ample of an SLAI code block according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 16 is a flowchart of a method for indicating a
fault according to an embodiment of the present in-
vention;
FIG. 17 is a schematic diagram of an LF code block
according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion;
FIG. 18A to FIG. 18D are schematic diagrams of an
example showing that a PHY fault occurs according
to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 19A to FIG. 19D are schematic diagrams of
detecting a PHY fault according to an embodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 20A to FIG. 20D are schematic diagrams of
sending an SLAI code block according to an embod-
iment of the present invention;
FIG. 21A to FIG. 21D are schematic diagrams of
sending an LF signal according to an embodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 22A to FIG. 22D are schematic diagrams show-
ing that a PHY fault disappears according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 23 is a schematic structural diagram of an ap-
paratus for indicating a fault according to an embod-
iment of the present invention;
FIG. 24 is a schematic structural diagram of another
apparatus for indicating a fault according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention; and
FIG. 25 is a schematic block diagram of a fault indi-
cation device according to an embodiment of the
present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0049] The technical solutions in embodiments of the
present invention are applied to a multi-node network
that is based on a FlexE technology. FIG. 1 is a schematic
application diagram of a signal transmission device in
FlexE according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion.
[0050] FIG. 1 shows a network including a provider
edge (provider edge, PE) node and a provider (provider,
P) node. The PE node is a network device connected to

a user at a network edge, and the PE node is equipped
with a network-to-network interface (network to network
interface, NNI) and a user-network interface (user net-
works interface, UNI). The P node is a network device in
a network, and is equipped with only an NNI. Both the
PE node and the P node may be referred to as switching
devices or switch devices. The PE node in FIG. 1 is con-
nected to customer equipment through a standard Eth-
ernet interface, and P nodes are connected to each other
through a FlexE interface.
[0051] However, the standard Ethernet interface here-
in is only an example. Alternatively, the PE node may be
connected to a synchronous digital hierarchy (synchro-
nous digital hierarchy, SDH) network through an SDH
interface, connected to an optical transport network (op-
tical transport network, OTN) network through an OTN
interface, connected to a common public radio frequency
interface (common public radio interface, CPRI) network
through a CPRI, or connected to another user equipment
through another user equipment interface.
[0052] FIG. 2 is a schematic structural diagram of a PE
node according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion. The PE node has a plurality of transmission paths
from UNIs such as a standard Ethernet interface, an SDH
interface, an OTN interface, and a CPRI to a FlexE in-
terface. For simplicity, the following uses the standard
Ethernet interface as an example for description. Devices
in all transmission paths are the same. The standard Eth-
ernet interface is connected to a physical layer entity
(physical layer entities, PHY), and a detector-server layer
alarm indication (detector-server layer alarm indication,
dSLAI) is connected to both the PHY and a layer-1.5
internal switching unit. A service-server layer alarm indi-
cation (service-server layer alarm indication, sSLAI) is
also connected to the layer-1.5 internal switching unit.
The sSLAI is connected to the FlexE interface sequen-
tially through a flexible Ethernet shim (FlexE Shim) and
the PHY.
[0053] The sSLAI/dSLAI is responsible for generation
and termination of a server layer alarm indication (server
layer alarm indication, SLAI) code block in the FlexE net-
work. The SLAI code block herein is an example of a fault
indication code block, and the following uses the SLAI
code block as an example for description.
[0054] In the PE node, when a signal is transmitted
from the standard Ethernet interface to the FlexE inter-
face, the sSLAI detects whether there is a PHY fault.
When a signal is transmitted from the FlexE interface to
the standard Ethernet interface, the dSLAI detects
whether there is an SLAI code block in a received signal
stream.
[0055] The PHY specifically includes a physical medi-
um dependent (physical medium dependent, PMD) sub-
layer, a physical medium attachment (physical medium
attachment, PMA) sublayer, and a physical coding sub-
layer (physical coding sublayer, PCS).
[0056] Layer 1.5 is a data transmission layer related
to a FlexE protocol. The FlexE shim is responsible for
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mutual conversion from a standard Ethernet data flow to
a FlexE slot data flow.
[0057] FIG. 3 is a schematic structural diagram of a P
node according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion. The P node is equipped with only an NNI. A differ-
ence between the P node and the PE node lies in that
the P node has two sSLAIs, and each sSLAI is connected
to the PHY by using a FlexE shim.
[0058] The technical solutions in the embodiments of
the present invention may be implemented on a network
device that supports layer-1.5 switching. Specifically, the
network device is a switch device that supports the FlexE
interface.
[0059] In terms of structure, the network device in the
embodiments of the present invention may be a box
switch or a chassis switch. A dSLAI function may be add-
ed to a user-network interface chip of the network device,
and an sSLAI function may be added to a network-to-
network interface chip of the network device.
[0060] FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of a FlexE group
carrying a plurality of FlexE clients. One FlexE group car-
ries a plurality of FlexE clients. That is, the FlexE shim
multiplexes and maps a plurality of FlexE clients to one
FlexE group. In addition, the FlexE shim may de-map
and de-multiplex a FlexE group, to restore a plurality of
FlexE clients from the FlexE group.
[0061] FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of mapping and
multiplexing in FlexE based on Nx100 G PHYs in OIF
FlexE 1.0 according to an embodiment of the present
invention. As shown in FIG. 5, in a client block area, an
idle code block (IDLE code block) is inserted/deleted from
data that is of a FlexE client a to a FlexE client z and that
includes 64 B/66 B encoded data, to implement clock
synchronization in a FlexE block area. In addition, slot
allocation is performed, by using a FlexE calendar cor-
responding to the FlexE group, on a data code block for
which clock synchronization has been completed, and
the data code block is transmitted by using each sub-
calendar after an overhead (overhead) field is inserted
by a control part. After being scrambled, a PCS channel
is allocated to and an AM (alignment marker, alignment
marker) code block is inserted into transmission data,
and the transmission data is transmitted in a physical
layer sequentially through a PMA and a PMD. When a
PHY fault occurs, a fault control block is generated, and
is transmitted downstream together with a transmission
data signal.
[0062] FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of de-mapping
and de-multiplexing in FlexE based on Nx100 G PHYs
in OIF FlexE 1.0 according to an embodiment of the
present invention. A de-mapping and de-multiplexing
process performed by the FlexE shim is basically in re-
verse order of a mapping and multiplexing process. The
FlexE shim debiases, de-interleaves, removes an AM
code block from, and then de-scrambles input data
through a PCS channel. De-scrambled transmission data
from a PHY is transmitted by using each sub-calendar,
overhead is extracted from the de-scrambled transmis-

sion data, and then each FlexE client is restored from a
FlexE calendar. In this process, when a PHY fault occurs,
a local fault (local fault, LF) signal is generated in a sub-
layer (sublayers) defined by the FlexE, to notify a down-
stream device and a device outside the network that the
PHY fault exists.
[0063] After evolving from version 1.0 to version 2.0,
the OIF FlexE specifies that a 100 G PHY carries one
FlexE instance (Instance), a 200 G PHY carries two FlexE
instances, and a 400 G PHY carries four FlexE instances.
[0064] FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of mapping and
multiplexing in FlexE based on Mx100 G PHYs in OIF
FlexE 2.0 according to an embodiment of the present
invention. FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of mapping and
multiplexing in FlexE based on Mx200 G PHYs in OIF
FlexE 2.0 according to an embodiment of the present
invention. FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram of mapping and
multiplexing in FlexE based on Mx400 G PHYs in OIF
FlexE 2.0 according to an embodiment of the present
invention. Herein, in FIG. 7, M=N, and each 100 G PHY
carries one FlexE instance. In FIG. 8, M=N/2, and each
200 G PHY carries two FlexE instances. For example, a
200 G PHY 1 carries FlexE #A and FlexE #A+1. In FIG.
9, M=N/4, and each 400 G PHY carries four FlexE in-
stances. For example, a 400 G PHY 1 carries FlexE #A,
FlexE #A+1, FlexE #A+2, and FlexE #A+3.
[0065] Using FIG. 8 as an example, a 200 G PHY car-
ries two FlexE instances, namely, FlexE #A and FlexE
#A+1. In FIG. 8, in a client block area, an idle code block
is inserted/deleted from 66 B encoded data of FlexE cli-
ents a, ... , and z, to implement clock synchronization in
a FlexE block area. The data code block on which clock
synchronization has been performed is allocated to and
inserted into a FlexE calendar, and FlexE #A, A+1, ... ,
N-1, and N are transmitted by using all sub-calendars.
After two 66 B code blocks are separately inserted into
transmission data of every two corresponding groups of
instances, for example, FlexE #A and FlexE #A+1, the
transmission data is interleaved, and is output by using
a PHY of a 200 G PHY network.
[0066] De-mapping and de-multiplexing in the FlexE
in OIF FlexE 2.0 are reversely performed relative to proc-
esses in FIG. 7 to FIG. 9, and details are not described
herein again.
[0067] FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram of slot allocation
in a FlexE group including four physical interfaces. Each
physical interface has 20 sub-slots (sub-calendar), and
therefore the FlexE group has 2034 sub-slots.
[0068] According to an OIF FlexE protocol standard,
one FlexE group sends one FlexE overhead code block
to a remote PHY every 2031023 code blocks on each
member PHY (1.0 standard) or instance (2.0). Eight
FlexE overhead code blocks that are sequentially sent
form one overhead frame (FlexE overhead frame), and
thirty-two consecutive FlexE overhead frames form one
multiframe (multiframe). The FlexE specifies that some
fields of the overhead frame carry a slot allocation table,
and the slot table is synchronized to the remote PHY by
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using the FlexE overhead frame, to ensure that both
PHYs receive and send a FlexE client data flow by using
a same slot allocation table.
[0069] Based on the foregoing descriptions, the FlexE
group includes a FlexE client, a FlexE shim (FlexE Cal-
endar), a PHY (OIF FlexE 1.0)/instance (OIF FlexE 2.0),
and a link connection between PHYs. When a PHY fault
occurs in a FlexE group that carries FlexE client data, a
fault indication code block needs to be transmitted to no-
tify a downstream device and an external device.
[0070] The following describes technical solutions in
the embodiments of the present invention in detail with
reference to the accompanying drawings. FIG. 11 is a
flowchart of a method for indicating a fault according to
an embodiment of the present invention. The method is
applied to FlexE, and specifically includes the following
steps.
[0071] S111. Detect whether a fault occurs in at least
one PHY included in a FlexE group.
[0072] A P node or a PE node in the FlexE network
detects whether a PHY fault occurs in a FlexE group that
transmits a signal. In a specific example, the P node or
the PE node in the FlexE network may detect, by using
an sSLAI, whether a PHY fault occurs in the FlexE group
that transmits a signal.
[0073] The sSLAI determines that a PHY fault occurs
when detecting any one of the following: A PHY loses a
signal (loss of signal, LOS), a PHY fails to lock a code
block (loss of block lock), a PHY fails to lock an alignment
code block (loss of alignment marker lock), or a high bit
error rate alarm signal is detected in a PHY
[0074] S112. When a fault occurs in the at least one
PHY, periodically send a fault indication code block to a
FlexE client corresponding to the at least one PHY in
which the fault occurs.
[0075] The PHY herein may be a PHY in OIF FlexE
1.0, or may be a PHY or a FlexE instance (FlexE Instance)
corresponding to a PHY in OIF FlexE 2.0. The FlexE
client corresponding to the PHY in which the fault occurs
is a FlexE client in a downstream direction of signal trans-
mission by the PHY in which the fault occurs.
[0076] Herein, an example in which the sSLAI sends
an SLAI code block as the fault indication code block is
used for description.
[0077] In the foregoing method, when a PHY fault oc-
curs, for example, the sSLAI periodically sends an SLAI
code block to the FlexE client corresponding to the at
least one PHY that is carried on the FlexE group and in
which the fault occurs. In the method, data transmission
carried on a non-faulty channel of a same FlexE group
is not affected, thereby reducing a quantity of affected
FlexE clients. In addition, a plurality of paths of different
signals are transmitted on channels of a same FlexE
group without interfering with each other. Therefore, uti-
lization of a communications line may be improved, and
a capability of statistical multiplexing is provided for a
downstream transmission path of an associated FlexE
client channel of a same FlexE group in which a fault

occurs. Moreover, because transmission of a data flow
on a FlexE client channel carried by a non-faulty PHY in
a FlexE group is not limited, a possibility of a protection
switchover mechanism between a plurality of PHYs in
the FlexE group is provided, and a fault self-healing
mechanism at a FlexE group level is allowed.
[0078] The periodically sending, by the sSLAI, an SLAI
code block to a FlexE client corresponding to the at least
one PHY in which the fault occurs includes: sending an
idle code block between such SLAI code blocks in adja-
cent periods. Alternatively, the sSLAI periodically sends
an SLAI code block to a FlexE client corresponding to
the at least one PHY in which the fault occurs, where
when the fault is detected, first, a plurality of SLAI code
blocks are consecutively sent to the FlexE client corre-
sponding to the at least one PHY in which the fault occurs,
then an SLAI code block is periodically sent to the FlexE
client corresponding to the at least one PHY in which the
fault occurs, and an idle code block is sent between such
SLAI code blocks in adjacent periods.
[0079] In an example, the SLAI code block is periodi-
cally sent. For example, one SLAI code block may be
sent every 30000 idle code blocks, or 100 SLAI code
blocks may be sent every 30000 idle code blocks. Alter-
natively, the SLAI code block is periodically sent. For
example, when a fault is detected in a PHY, 50 SLAI code
blocks are sent first, then the SLAI code block is period-
ically sent, and an IIDLE code block is sent between such
SLAI code blocks in adjacent periods.
[0080] FIG. 12 is a schematic diagram of an idle code
block according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion. Idle code block: a type of 64/66-bit block, where a
synchronization header field is 10, a first control block
byte is 0x1E, and subsequent eight consecutive seven
bits (56 bits in total) are all 0x00.
[0081] Herein, the fault indication code block includes
a control type field and a fault identification field which is
used to indicate that a PHY fault occurs. Optionally, the
fault indication code block may further include a fault type
identification field, the fault type identification field is used
to indicate a fault type of a fault occurring in the at least
one PHY, and the fault type includes: the PHY loses a
signal, the PHY cannot lock a code block, the PHY cannot
lock an alignment code block, and a high-bit error rate
alarm is detected in the PHY In addition, the fault type is
not limited to the foregoing content. For example, the
fault type may alternatively be any one of the following
detected in the PHY: an alarm indicating that a PCS is
in a fault state (PCS_status=FALSE); a PHY (OIF FlexE
1.0)/instance (OIF FlexE 2.0) loses FlexE group frame
lock or multiframe lock; PHY (OIF FlexE 1.0)/instance
(OIF FlexE 2.0) mapping tables, PHY (1.0)/instance (2.0)
numbers, or FlexE group numbers carried during frame
lock or multiframe lock are inconsistent; or a receive clock
skew between a plurality of PHYs (OIF FlexE 1.0)/in-
stances (OIF FlexE 2.0) in a FlexE group is excessively
large and exceeds a range allowed by a chip. These are
not listed one by one herein.
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[0082] Optionally, the fault indication code block may
be an SLAI code block. The SLAI code block is defined
based on any reserved field specified in an IEEE 802.3
standard specification for a standard Ethernet. Specifi-
cally, FIG. 13 to FIG. 15 in the following show examples
of an SLAI code block.
[0083] FIG. 13 is a schematic diagram of an example
of an SLAI code block according to an embodiment of
the present invention. As shown in FIG. 13, the SLAI
code block uses a control code block, where a control
type of the control code block is 0x4B, an O code is 0,
D3 is 0 or any value between 3 and 255, and others are 0.
[0084] FIG. 14 is a schematic diagram of another ex-
ample of an SLAI code block according to an embodiment
of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 14, the SLAI
code block uses a control code block, where a control
type of the control code block is 0x4B, an O code is a
value that has not been standardized in a current IEEE
802.3 standard specification, for example, 10.
[0085] FIG. 15 is a schematic diagram of still another
example of an SLAI code block according to an embod-
iment of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 15, the
SLAI code block uses a control code block, where a con-
trol type of the control code block is 0x00, and each of
D1 to D7 takes any value.
[0086] When a PHY fault occurs, Sill may be performed
to detect whether a fault in at least one PHY included in
a FlexE group disappears. If the PHY fault in the does
not disappear, perform S112 continues to be performed.
[0087] When the fault in the at least one PHY disap-
pears, a fault indication code block is stopped from being
sent to a FlexE client corresponding to the at least one
PHY in which the fault occurs.
[0088] Herein, when the fault in the PHY disappears,
the SLAI code block is stopped from being periodically
sent to the corresponding FlexE client, to notify a down-
stream device that the fault in the PHY disappears.
[0089] FIG. 16 is a flowchart of another method for in-
dicating a fault in FlexE according to an embodiment of
the present invention. The method specifically includes
the following steps.
[0090] S161. Detect whether a FlexE client signal in-
cludes a fault indication code block.
[0091] In the FlexE network, a PE node located down-
stream detects a fault indication code block on a UNI side
interface of the PE node. In a specific example, in the
FlexE network, a dSLAI of the PE node located down-
stream detects an SLAI code block on the UNI side in-
terface of the PE node.
[0092] S162. When a predetermined fault indication
code block is detected, continuously send a fault signal
to a UNI corresponding to the FlexE client signal.
[0093] Herein, the fault signal is a signal used to notify
a UNI side user outside the FlexE network that a fault
occurs in the FlexE. When the UNI is a standard Ethernet
interface, an LF signal is sent to the UNI according to an
IEEE 802.3 standard specification. When the UNI is an
SDH interface, an MS-AIS (multiplex section-alarm indi-

cation signal, multiplex section alarm indication signal)
signal is sent to the UNI according to an ITU-T G.707
specification. When the UNI is an OTN interface, an
ODU-AIS (optical data unit-alarm indication signal, opti-
cal data unit-alarm indication signal) signal is sent to the
UNI according to an ITU-T G.709 specification. When
the UNI is a CPRI, and a CPRI synchronization control
word is sent to a UNI side according to a CPRI standard,
the CPRI synchronization control word is replaced with
an invalid character, for example, K28.5 is replaced with
0 (where interfaces are CPRIs 1 to 7), or /S/ is replaced
with 0 (where interfaces are CPRIs 7A, and 8 to 10), to
trigger a downstream CPRI client to generate an LOF
(loss of frame, loss of frame) alarm. Alternatively, the
downstream CPRI client is triggered to generate another
alarm in another manner. There are also similar alarms
for other user network interfaces, which are not listed
herein one by one. The following uses a standard Ether-
net interface as an example for description.
[0094] If detecting a predetermined fault indication
code block, the dSLAI terminates the fault indication code
block, and continuously sends an LF signal to a corre-
sponding UNI. The fault indication code block is the same
as that described above, and details are not described
herein again. A format of the LF signal is shown in FIG. 17.
[0095] That a predetermined fault indication code
block is detected means: one fault indication code block
is detected, fault indication code blocks whose quantity
is greater than a preset threshold are detected in a pre-
determined quantity of received code blocks, or fault in-
dication code blocks whose quantity is greater than a
preset threshold are detected within a predetermined
time. In an example, if one SLAI code block is detected
in a process of receiving the FlexE client signal, it is de-
termined that the predetermined SLAI code block is de-
tected. Alternatively, if 30000 code blocks are consecu-
tively received, five SLAI code blocks are detected, and
a preset threshold is equal to 3, it is determined that the
predetermined SLAI code block is detected. In another
example, within a predetermined time, if five SLAI code
blocks are detected, and a preset threshold is equal to
3, it is determined that the predetermined SLAI code
block is detected.
[0096] After the predetermined fault indication code
block is detected, the dSLAI of the PE node in the FlexE
network continuously detects the SLAI code block on the
UNI side interface of the PE node. If no SLAI code block
is detected any more, the dSLAI stops sending the LF
signal to the UNI. Furthermore, exchange functions of a
FlexE client and a UNI side user client may be quickly
enabled, to restore data information exchange.
[0097] That no SLAI code block is detected any more
means: no SLAI code block or SLAI code blocks whose
quantity is less than a preset threshold are detected in a
predetermined quantity of received code blocks, or no
SLAI code block or SLAI code blocks whose quantity is
less than a preset threshold are detected within a prede-
termined time. In an example, after the predetermined
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SLAI is detected, if 30000 code blocks are consecutively
received, and no SLAI code block is detected, it is deter-
mined that no SLAI code block is detected anymore; or
if two SLAI code blocks are detected and a preset thresh-
old is equal to 3, it is determined that no SLAI code block
is detected any more. In another example, after the pre-
determined SLAI is detected, if no SLAI code block is
detected within, for example, 10 SLAI sending periods,
it is determined that no SLAI code block is detected an-
ymore; or if two SLAI code blocks are detected within,
for example, 10 SLAI sending periods, and a preset
threshold is equal to 3, it is determined that no SLAI code
block is detected any more.
[0098] According to the method, the SLAI code block
can be detected, and a capability, of the FlexE, of noti-
fying a node outside the network that a PHY fault occurs
in the network is retained.
[0099] The following describes the technical solutions
of the present invention in detail with reference to specific
embodiments. FIG. 18A to FIG. 18D are schematic dia-
grams of an example showing that a PHY fault occurs
according to an embodiment of the present invention.
[0100] As shown in FIG. 18A to FIG. 18D, a PE node
PE1, a P node P1, a P node P2, and a PE node PE2
form a FlexE network. Two ends of the FlexE network
are connected to an Ethernet device CE1 and an Ethernet
device CE2.
[0101] The Ethernet device CE1 transmits data with
the Ethernet device CE2 by using the PE node PE1, the
P node P1, the P node P2, and the PE node PE2.
[0102] The Ethernet device CE1 transmits user client
service data #uc1 and user client service data #uc2. The
user client service data #uc1 and the user client service
data #uc2 are sequentially transmitted to the PE node
PE1 respectively through an upper layer, a medium ac-
cess control (medium access control, MAC) layer, and a
physical layer.
[0103] In the PE node PE1, two paths of data are trans-
mitted to the P node P1 separately through a physical
layer lower part (PHY lower part) and a physical coding
sublayer (Physical Coding Sublayer, PCS), through a lay-
er-1.5 switching unit, and through a FlexE shim, a PCS,
and a PHY lower part in a FlexE group #1. The layer-1.5
switching unit is layer 1.5, where the layer 1.5 is a data
transmission layer related to a FlexE protocol, and is lo-
cated between a physical layer and a MAC layer in an
open system interconnection (open system interconnec-
tion, OSI) seven-layer model.
[0104] In the P node P1, the two paths of data are trans-
mitted to the P node P2 separately through a PHY lower
part, a PCS, and a FlexE shim in a FlexE group #1,
through a layer-1.5 switching unit, and through a FlexE
shim, a PCS, and a PHY lower part in a FlexE group #2.
[0105] In the P node P2, the two paths of data are trans-
mitted to the PE node PE2 separately through a PHY
lower part, a PCS, and a FlexE shim in a FlexE group
#2, through a layer-1.5 switching unit, and through a
FlexE shim, a PCS, and a PHY lower part in a FlexE

group #3.
[0106] In the PE node PE2, the two paths of data are
transmitted to the Ethernet device CE2 separately
through a PHY lower part, a PCS, and a FlexE shim in a
FlexE group #3, through the layer-1.5 switching unit, and
through a PCS and a PHY lower part.
[0107] In the Ethernet device CE2, two paths of data
are transmitted separately and sequentially through a
PHY, a MAC, and an upper layer, to obtain user client
service data #uc3 and user client service data #uc4.
Transmission of the user client service data #uc1 corre-
sponds to transmission of the user client service data
#uc3. Transmission of the user client service data #uc2
corresponds to transmission of user client service data
#uc4.
[0108] When a fault occurs in a receive-side physical
layer link of a PHY #1 port in the FlexE group #2 of the
P node P2, a PHY #1 generates an LOS signal. That is,
a fault occurs in the PHY #1, leading to a fault in all links
of an entire FlexE group #2.
[0109] Based on the OIF FlexE 1.0 specification, the
P2 continuously sends an LF signal in a downstream
direction of two FlexE clients, namely, a FlexE client #1
and a FlexE client #3, carried on the FlexE group #2, and
an LF signal flow is transmitted through downstream
paths of a FlexE client #1 channel and a FlexE client #3
channel to the PE node PE2 and a FlexE client #2 and
a FlexE client #5 carried on the FlexE group #3 of the P2
device.
[0110] FIG. 18A to FIG. 18D show that a fault occurs
in a PHY between the FlexE group #2 of the P node P1
and the FlexE group #2 of the P node P2. The following
describes the technical solutions of the embodiments of
the present invention by using an example in which the
foregoing PHY fault occurs.
[0111] In FIG. 19A to FIG. 22D, a P node performs
data exchange from an eastbound FlexE client to a west-
bound FlexE client, and a PE node performs data ex-
change between a FlexE client on an NNI side and a UNI
side user client. An sSLAI of the P node is used to detect
whether a PHY fault occurs. A dSLAI of the PE node is
used to detect an SLAI code block, and the dSLAI may
be deployed at a FlexE client on an NNI side of the PE
node, or may be deployed on a UNI side of the PE node.
[0112] FIG. 19A to FIG. 19D are schematic diagrams
of detecting a PHY fault according to an embodiment of
the present invention. In FIG. 19B, when a PHY fault
occurs on a link between the FlexE group #2 of the P
node P1 and the FlexE group #2 of the P node P2, an
LF signal is not continuously sent immediately to a down-
stream direction of the two FlexE clients (the FlexE client
#1 and the FlexE client #3) carried on the FlexE group #2.
[0113] An sSLAI of the P node P2 periodically sends
an SLAI code block to the FlexE client #1 carried on the
FlexE group. FIG. 20A to FIG. 20D are schematic dia-
grams of sending an SLAI code block according to an
embodiment of the present invention. In FIG. 20B, the
sSLAI of the P node P2 periodically sends an SLAI code
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block. Optionally, an idle code block is sent between such
SLAI code blocks in two adjacent periods.
[0114] In an example, the sSLAI may send two SLAI
code blocks in one period, that is, two consecutive SLAI
code blocks are sent at an interval of a predetermined
time. An idle code block is sent between such SLAI code
blocks in two adjacent periods. A format of the idle code
block is shown in FIG. 12, and the SLAI code block may
be any one shown in FIG. 13 to FIG. 15.
[0115] A dSLAI of the PE node PE2 detects a SLAI
code block, terminates a predetermined SLAI code block
when the SLAI code block is detected, and continuously
sends an LF signal to the UNI. FIG. 21A to FIG. 21D are
schematic diagrams of sending an LF signal according
to an embodiment of the present invention. A format of
the LF signal is shown in FIG. 17.
[0116] When detecting the predetermined SLAI code
block, the dSLAI terminates the SLAI code block, and
continuously sends the LF signal to the corresponding
UNI, that is, interrupts the exchange functions of the
FlexE client and UNI side user client, that is, interrupts
originally exchanged information.
[0117] It can be learned that, in this embodiment of the
present invention, an LF signal is not continuously sent
to a downstream direction of each FlexE client carried
on a FlexE group immediately after a PHY fault is detect-
ed in the FlexE group. Instead, an SLAI code block is
periodically sent to a FlexE client #2 corresponding to a
PHY #1 in which the fault occurs. The dSLAI of the PE
node PE2 continuously sends an LF signal to the UNI
only after detecting the predetermined SLAI code block.
That is, there is a condition for interrupting original ex-
changed information, and the condition is that the PE
node PE2 located downstream detects the predeter-
mined SLAI code block.
[0118] When the sSLAI of the P node P2 detects that
the PHY fault in the FlexE group #2 disappears, the sSLAI
of the P node P2 stops sending the SLAI code block to
the FlexE client #2 carried on the FlexE group. FIG. 22A
to FIG. 22D are schematic diagrams showing that a PHY
fault disappears according to an embodiment of the
present invention.
[0119] The PE node PE2 does not detect the SLAI code
block, that is, the SLAI code block has disappeared, and
stops continuously sending the LF signal to the related
UNI. Refer to FIG. 22A to FIG. 22D.
[0120] The dSLAI of the PE node PE2 stops sending
the LF signal to the UNI, that is, restores the exchange
functions of the FlexE client on the NNI side and the UNI
side user client, and no longer interferes with exchanged
content.
[0121] The foregoing describes the method for indicat-
ing a fault in the embodiments of the present invention,
and the following describes an apparatus for indicating
a fault corresponding to the foregoing method.
[0122] FIG. 23 is a schematic structural diagram of an
apparatus for indicating a fault according to an embodi-
ment of the present invention. The apparatus corre-

sponds to a method for indicating a fault.
[0123] The apparatus specifically includes a detection
module 231 and a sending module 232. It should be noted
that, an sSLAI/a dSLAI includes the apparatus in FIG.
23, that is, includes the detection module 231 and the
sending module 232.
[0124] The detection module 231 is configured to de-
tect whether a fault occurs in at least one PHY included
in a FlexE group.
[0125] The sending module 232 is configured to: when
a fault occurs in the at least one PHY, periodically send
a fault indication code block to a FlexE client correspond-
ing to the at least one PHY in which the fault occurs.
[0126] In a possible implementation, that the sending
module 232 is specifically configured to: when a PHY
fault occurs, periodically send a fault indication code
block to a FlexE client corresponding to the at least one
PHY in which the fault occurs includes: sending an idle
code block between two adjacent fault indication code
blocks.
[0127] In a possible implementation, the sending mod-
ule 232 is specifically configured to: when a PHY fault
occurs, periodically send a fault indication code block to
a FlexE client corresponding to the at least one PHY in
which the fault occurs, that is, when the fault is detected,
consecutively send a plurality of fault indication code
blocks to the FlexE client corresponding to the at least
one PHY in which the fault occurs, periodically send the
fault indication code block to the FlexE client correspond-
ing to the at least one PHY in which the fault occurs, and
send an idle code block between two adjacent fault indi-
cation code blocks.
[0128] In a possible implementation, the fault indica-
tion code block includes a control type field and a fault
identification field which is used to indicate that a fault
occurs in a PHY
[0129] In a possible implementation, the fault indica-
tion code block further includes a fault type identification
field, the fault type identification field is used to indicate
a fault type of the fault occurred in the at least one PHY,
and the fault type includes: the PHY loses a signal, the
PHY cannot lock a code block, the PHY cannot lock an
alignment code block, and a high-bit error rate alarm is
detected in the PHY
[0130] In a possible implementation, the fault indica-
tion code block is an SLAI code block, and the SLAI code
block is defined based on any field reserved in an IEEE
802.3 standard specification for a standard Ethernet.
[0131] In a possible implementation, the detection
module 231 is further configured to detect, when the fault
occurs in the PHY, whether the fault in the at least one
PHY included in the FlexE group disappears.
[0132] The sending module 232 is further configured
to: when the fault in the at least one PHY disappears,
stop sending the fault indication code block to the FlexE
client corresponding to the at least one PHY in which the
fault occurs.
[0133] FIG. 24 is a schematic structural diagram of an
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apparatus for indicating a fault according to an embodi-
ment of the present invention. The apparatus corre-
sponds to a method for indicating a fault.
[0134] The apparatus specifically includes a detection
module 241 and a sending module 242. It should be noted
that a dSLAI includes the apparatus in FIG. 24, that is,
includes the detection module 241 and the sending mod-
ule 242.
[0135] For example, in FlexE, a PE node receives a
signal from a P node.
[0136] The detection module 241 is configured to de-
tect whether a FlexE client signal includes a fault indica-
tion code block.
[0137] The sending module 242 is configured to: when
a predetermined fault indication code block is detected,
continuously send a fault signal to a UNI corresponding
to the FlexE client signal.
[0138] Herein, the fault signal is a signal used to notify
a UNI side user outside the FlexE network that a fault
occurs in the FlexE network. When the UNI is a standard
Ethernet interface, an LF (local fault, local fault) signal is
sent to the UNI according to an IEEE 802.3 standard
specification. When the UNI is an SDH interface, an MS-
AIS (multiplex section-alarm indication signal, multiplex
section alarm indication signal) signal is sent to the UNI
according to an ITU-T G.707 specification. When the UNI
is an OTN interface, an ODU-AIS signal is sent to the
UNI according to an ITU-T G.709 specification. When
the UNI is a CPRI interface, and a CPRI synchronization
control word is sent to the UNI side according to a CPRI
standard, the CPRI synchronization control word is re-
placed with an invalid character, for example, K28.5 is
replaced with 0 (where interfaces are CPRIs 1 to 7), or
/S/ is replaced with 0 (where interfaces are CPRIs 7A,
and 8 to 10), to trigger a downstream CPRI client to gen-
erate an LOF (loss of frame, loss of frame) alarm. Alter-
natively, the downstream CPRI client is. There are also
similar alarms for other user network interfaces, which
are not listed herein one by one.
[0139] In a possible implementation, the detection
module 241 is further configured to: after the predeter-
mined fault indication code block is detected, continu-
ously detect the fault indication code block. The sending
module 242 is further configured to: when no fault indi-
cation code block is detected by the detection module,
stop sending the fault signal to the UNI.
[0140] According to the foregoing manner of the
present invention, if detecting the predetermined fault in-
dication code block, the dSLAI terminates the fault indi-
cation code block, and continuously sends an LF signal
to the corresponding UNI. The fault indication code block
is the same as that described above, and details are not
described herein again.
[0141] In a possible implementation, that a predeter-
mined fault indication code block is detected means that
one fault indication code block is detected, fault indication
code blocks whose quantity is greater than a preset
threshold are detected in a predetermined quantity of re-

ceived code blocks, or fault indication code blocks whose
quantity is greater than a preset threshold are detected
within a predetermined time. That no fault indication code
block is detected means that no fault indication code
block or fault indication code blocks whose quantity is
less than the preset threshold are detected in the prede-
termined quantity of received code blocks, or no fault
indication code block or fault indication code blocks
whose quantity is less than the preset threshold are de-
tected within the predetermined time.
[0142] In a possible implementation, the fault signal is
any one of an LF signal, an MS-AIS signal, an ODU-AIS
signal, a CPRI invalid synchronization control word sig-
nal, or another signal.
[0143] In the method, the fault indication code block
may be detected, and a capability, of the FlexE, of noti-
fying a node outside the network that a PHY fault occurs
in the network is retained.
[0144] FIG. 25 is a schematic block diagram of a fault
indication device according to an embodiment of the
present invention. As shown in FIG. 25, the fault indica-
tion device 2500 includes an input device 2501, an input
interface 2502, a processor 2503, a memory 2504, an
output interface 2505, and an output device 2506.
[0145] The input interface 2502, the processor 2503,
the memory 2504, and the output interface 2505 are con-
nected to each other by using a bus 2510. The input
device 2501 and the output device 2506 are connected
to the bus 2510 respectively by using the input interface
2502 and the output interface 2505, and are further con-
nected to another component of the fault indication de-
vice 2500.
[0146] Specifically, the input device 2501 receives ex-
ternal input information, and transmits the input informa-
tion to the processor 2503 through the input interface
2502. The processor 2503 processes the input informa-
tion according to a computer executable instruction
stored in the memory 2504, to generate output informa-
tion, temporarily or permanently stores the output infor-
mation in the memory 2504, and transmits the output
information to the output device 2506 through the output
interface 2505. The output device 2506 outputs the out-
put information to the outside of the fault indication device
2500 for use by a user.
[0147] The fault indication device 2500 may perform
the steps in the embodiments of the present invention.
[0148] The processor 2503 may be one or more central
processing units (central processing unit, CPU). When
the processor 2503 is one CPU, the CPU may be a single-
core CPU or a multi-core CPU.
[0149] The memory 2504 may be, but not limited to,
one or more of a random access memory (RAM), a read-
only memory (ROM), an erasable programmable read-
only memory (EPROM), a compact disc read-only mem-
ory (CD-ROM), a hard disk, and the like. The memory
2504 is configured to store program code.
[0150] It may be understood that, in this embodiment
of the present invention, the fault indication device 2500
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in FIG. 25 may be the apparatus in FIG. 23, and the fault
indication device 2500 may implement a function of each
module in FIG. 23.
[0151] In addition, it may be understood that, in this
embodiment of the present invention, the fault indication
device 2500 in FIG. 25 may be the apparatus in FIG. 24,
and the fault indication device 2500 may implement a
function of each module in FIG. 24.
[0152] In addition, an embodiment of the present in-
vention provides a network device, including the appa-
ratuses in FIG. 23 and FIG. 24. The apparatus shown in
FIG. 23 may be disposed on a network-to-network inter-
face chip of the device, and the apparatus shown in FIG.
24 may be disposed on a user-network interface chip of
the device.
[0153] In addition, an embodiment of the present in-
vention further provides a network device, including the
apparatus in FIG. 23. The apparatus shown in FIG. 23
may be disposed on a network-to-network interface chip
of the device.
[0154] All or some of the foregoing embodiments may
be implemented by using software, hardware, firmware,
or any combination thereof. When all or some of the fore-
going embodiments are implemented in a form of a com-
puter program product, the computer program product
includes one or more computer instructions. When the
computer program instructions are loaded or executed
on a computer, the procedures or functions according to
the embodiments of the present invention are completely
or partially generated. The computer may be a general-
purpose computer, a dedicated computer, a computer
network, or other programmable apparatuses. The com-
puter instructions may be stored in a computer-readable
storage medium or may be transmitted from a computer-
readable storage medium to another computer-readable
storage medium. For example, the computer instructions
may be transmitted from a website, computer, server, or
data center to another website, computer, server, or data
center in a wired (for example, a coaxial cable, an optical
fiber, or a digital subscriber line (digital subscriber line,
DSL)) or wireless (for example, infrared, radio, or micro-
wave) manner. The computer-readable storage medium
may be any usable medium accessible by a computer,
or a data storage device, such as a server or a data cent-
er, integrating one or more usable media. The usable
medium may be a magnetic medium (for example, a flop-
py disk, a hard disk, or a magnetic tape), an optical me-
dium (for example, a digital video disk (digital video disk,
DVD)), or a semiconductor medium (for example, a solid-
state drive (solid state disk, SSD)), or the like.
[0155] Each part of this specification is described in a
progressive manner, for same or similar parts in the em-
bodiments, refer to these embodiments, and each em-
bodiment focuses on a difference from other embodi-
ments. Especially, apparatus and system embodiments
are basically similar to method embodiments, and there-
fore are described briefly. For related parts, refer to de-
scriptions in the method embodiments.

Claims

1. A method for indicating a fault, wherein the method
comprises:

detecting whether a fault occurs in at least one
physical layer entity comprised in a flexible Eth-
ernet group; and
when a fault occurs in the at least one physical
layer entity, periodically sending a fault indica-
tion code block to a flexible Ethernet client cor-
responding to the at least one physical layer en-
tity in which the fault occurs.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the peri-
odically sending a fault indication code block to a
flexible Ethernet client corresponding to the at least
one physical layer entity in which the fault occurs
comprises:
sending an idle code block between such fault indi-
cation code blocks in adjacent periods.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the peri-
odically sending a fault indication code block to a
flexible Ethernet client corresponding to the at least
one physical layer entity in which the fault occurs
comprises:
when the fault is detected, consecutively sending a
plurality of fault indication code blocks to the flexible
Ethernet client corresponding to the at least one
physical layer entity in which the fault occurs, peri-
odically sending the fault indication code block to the
flexible Ethernet client corresponding to the at least
one physical layer entity in which the fault occurs,
and sending an idle code block between such fault
indication code blocks in adjacent periods.

4. The method according to claim 2 or 3, wherein the
fault indication code block comprises a control type
field and a fault identification field which is used to
indicate that a fault occurs in a physical layer entity.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the fault
indication code block further comprises a fault type
identification field, the fault type identification field is
used to indicate a fault type of the fault occurred in
the at least one physical layer entity, and the fault
type comprises: the physical layer entity loses a sig-
nal, the physical layer entity cannot lock a code block,
the physical layer entity cannot lock an alignment
code block, and a high bit error rate alarm is detected
in the physical layer entity.

6. The method according to any one of claims 2 to 5,
wherein the fault indication code block is a service
layer alarm indication code block, and the service
layer alarm indication code block is defined based
on any field reserved in an IEEE 802.3 standard
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specification for a standard Ethernet.

7. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 6,
wherein the method further comprises:

detecting whether the fault in the at least one
physical layer entity comprised in the flexible
Ethernet group disappears; and
when the fault in the at least one physical layer
entity disappears, stopping sending the fault in-
dication code block to the flexible Ethernet client
corresponding to the at least one physical layer
entity in which the fault occurs.

8. A method for indicating a fault, wherein the method
comprises:

detecting whether a flexible Ethernet client sig-
nal comprises a fault indication code block; and
when a predetermined fault indication code
block is detected, continuously sending a fault
signal to a user-network interface corresponding
to the flexible Ethernet client signal.

9. The method according to claim 8, further comprising:

after the predetermined fault indication code
block is detected, continuously detecting the
fault indication code block; and
when no fault indication code block is detected,
stopping sending the fault signal to the user-net-
work interface.

10. The method according to claim 8 or 9, wherein
the fault indication code block comprises a control
type field and a fault identification field which is used
to indicate that a fault occurs in a physical layer entity.

11. The method according to claim 10, wherein the fault
indication code block further comprises a fault type
identification field, the fault type identification field is
used to indicate a fault type of the fault occurred in
the at least one physical layer entity, and the fault
type comprises: the physical layer entity loses a sig-
nal, the physical layer entity cannot lock a code block,
the physical layer entity cannot lock an alignment
code block, and a high bit error rate alarm is detected
in the physical layer entity.

12. The method according to claim 10 or 11, wherein the
fault indication code block is a service layer alarm
indication code block, and the service layer alarm
indication code block is defined based on any field
reserved in an IEEE 802.3 standard specification for
a standard Ethernet.

13. The method according to any one of claims 8 to 12,
wherein that a predetermined fault indication code

block is detected means that one fault indication
code block is detected, fault indication code blocks
whose quantity is greater than a preset threshold are
detected in a predetermined quantity of received
code blocks, or fault indication code blocks whose
quantity is greater than a preset threshold are de-
tected within a predetermined time; and
that no fault indication code block is detected means
that no fault indication code block or fault indication
code blocks whose quantity is less than the preset
threshold are detected in the predetermined quantity
of received code blocks, or no fault indication code
block or fault indication code blocks whose quantity
is less than the preset threshold are detected within
the predetermined time.

14. The method according to any one of claims 8 to 13,
wherein the fault signal is any one of a local fault
signal, a multiplex section alarm indication signal, an
optical data unit alarm indication signal, and a com-
mon public radio frequency interface-invalid syn-
chronization control word signal.

15. An apparatus for indicating a fault, wherein the ap-
paratus comprises:

a detection module, configured to detect wheth-
er a fault occurs in at least one physical layer
entity comprised in a flexible Ethernet group;
and
a sending module, configured to: when a fault
occurs in the at least one physical layer entity,
periodically send a fault indication code block to
a flexible Ethernet client corresponding to the at
least one physical layer entity in which the fault
occurs.

16. The apparatus according to claim 15, wherein
the periodically sending a fault indication code block
to a flexible Ethernet client corresponding to the at
least one physical layer entity in which the fault oc-
curs comprises:
sending an idle code block between such fault indi-
cation code blocks in adjacent periods.

17. The apparatus according to claim 15, wherein the
periodically sending a fault indication code block to
a flexible Ethernet client corresponding to the at least
one physical layer entity in which the fault occurs
comprises:
when the fault is detected, consecutively sending a
plurality of fault indication code blocks to the flexible
Ethernet client corresponding to the at least one
physical layer entity in which the fault occurs, peri-
odically sending the fault indication code block to the
flexible Ethernet client corresponding to the at least
one physical layer entity in which the fault occurs,
and sending an idle code block between two adja-
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cent fault indication code blocks.

18. The apparatus according to claim 16 or 17, wherein
the fault indication code block comprises a control
type field and a fault identification field which is used
to indicate that a fault occurs in a physical layer entity.

19. The apparatus according to claim 18, wherein the
fault indication code block further comprises a fault
type identification field, the fault type identification
field is used to indicate a fault type of the fault oc-
curred in the at least one physical layer entity, and
the fault type comprises: the physical layer entity los-
es a signal, the physical layer entity cannot lock a
code block, the physical layer entity cannot lock an
alignment code block, and a high bit error rate alarm
is detected in the physical layer entity.

20. The apparatus according to any one of claims 16 to
19, wherein the fault indication code block is a serv-
ice layer alarm indication code block, and the service
layer alarm indication code block is defined based
on any field reserved in an IEEE 802.3 standard
specification for a standard Ethernet.

21. The apparatus according to any one of claims 15 to
20, wherein
the detection module is further configured to detect
whether the fault in the at least one physical layer
entity comprised in the flexible Ethernet group dis-
appears; and
the sending module is further configured to: when
the fault in the at least one physical layer entity dis-
appears, stop sending the fault indication code block
to the flexible Ethernet client corresponding to the at
least one physical layer entity in which the fault oc-
curs.

22. An apparatus for indicating a fault, wherein the ap-
paratus comprises:

a detection module, configured to detect wheth-
er a flexible Ethernet client signal comprises a
fault indication code block; and
a sending module, configured to: when a prede-
termined fault indication code block is detected,
continuously send a fault signal to a user-net-
work interface corresponding to the flexible Eth-
ernet client signal.

23. The apparatus according to claim 22, further com-
prising:

the detection module is further configured to: af-
ter the predetermined fault indication code block
is detected, continuously detect the fault indica-
tion code block; and
the sending module is further configured to:

when no fault indication code block is detected
by the detection module, stop sending the fault
signal to the user-network interface.

24. The apparatus according to claim 22 or 23, wherein
the fault indication code block comprises a control
type field and a fault identification field which is used
to indicate that a fault occurs in a physical layer entity.

25. The apparatus according to claim 24, wherein the
fault indication code block further comprises a fault
type identification field, the fault type identification
field is used to indicate a fault type of the fault oc-
curred in the at least one physical layer entity, and
the fault type comprises: the physical layer entity los-
es a signal, the physical layer entity cannot lock a
code block, the physical layer entity cannot lock an
alignment code block, and a high bit error rate alarm
is detected in the physical layer entity.

26. The apparatus according to claim 10 or 11, wherein
the fault indication code block is a service layer alarm
indication code block, and the service layer alarm
indication code block is defined based on any field
reserved in an IEEE 802.3 standard specification for
a standard Ethernet.

27. The apparatus according to any one of claims 22 to
25, wherein
that a predetermined fault indication code block is
detected means that one fault indication code block
is detected, fault indication code blocks whose quan-
tity is greater than a preset threshold are detected
in a predetermined quantity of received code blocks,
or fault indication code blocks whose quantity is
greater than a preset threshold are detected within
a predetermined time; and
that no fault indication code block is detected means
that no fault indication code block or fault indication
code blocks whose quantity is less than the preset
threshold are detected in the predetermined quantity
of received code blocks, or no fault indication code
block or fault indication code blocks whose quantity
is less than the preset threshold are detected within
the predetermined time.

28. The apparatus according to any one of claims 22 to
26, wherein the fault signal is any one of a local fault
signal, a multiplex section alarm indication signal, an
optical data unit alarm indication signal, and a com-
mon public radio frequency interface-invalid syn-
chronization control word signal.

29. A computer-readable storage medium, wherein the
computer-readable storage medium stores an in-
struction, and when running on a computer, the in-
struction enables the computer to perform the meth-
od according to any one of claims 1 to 14.
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